
Serio-US    Lock is willing to invest time and product to help you develop
evidence through structured, measurable testing that the Sure-Loc   will solve
your organics and other waste stream diversion challenges.

If you are interested 
in doing a similar test,
Serio-US   Lock will assist
by providing : 

- Implement the pilot within a reasonable timeframe

- Share pilot results

- Agree to roll out strategies once the pilot's success is
confirmed.

- Present information on the pilot's success and rollout
strategies to secure management approval (Serio-US    Lock
senior personnel is available for support). 

SURE-LOC
Pilot Program 
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A recent example of a successful pilot : 
In Indian River County, Florida, contamination in
recycling containers in unmanned parks was
undermining their diversion program and forcing 
the county to send the contents of the recycling containers to the
landfill. Initially, the county tried signage and education to combat the
contamination problem, but park visitors did not respond to those efforts
alone. The county then did a pilot program to see if securing their carts
with the Sure-Loc    would make a difference. They also cut smaller holes
in the top of the container, and added more prominent signage, clearly
depicting what should be put in the recycling carts.
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Results:
Before the pilot : Contamination from 10-90% of the cart contents

After the pilot : Contamination rates went to almost zero. 

Product

Installation Assistance

Assistance Designing
Communications Materials

up to an agreed upon amount.

mounting tool and technical support with
our engineer— either live (virtual)  or by
pre-recorded video.

to help you explain to your residents the
benefits of securing the waste stream. 

What do you provide?

Identify the type of issue you need
to address
- see different types of pilots below.

Commitment to:

Pilot Program Types:
- Homeless

- Bear/ Wildlife/ Pests/ Rodents

- Contamination

- Wind or Weather

ID theft, making a mess, eating bad
food, contamination

making a mess, attracting bears to human
residences/campgrounds, possible harm
to wildlife

contamination costs and settings (public
access in commercial districts, cafeterias,
homeless populations)

knocking over the carts and creating a
mess, lids blown open
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